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Calendar
October 16, 2009

Southwest Region’s Annual Teachers Exhibition
Opening Reception, WVTV, Roanoke, 5-7 pm.
Exhibit runs through month of October.

November 19-21, 2009

VAEA Fall Professional Development
Conference , Omni Hotel, Richmond

April 14-18, 2010

NAEA Conference - Baltimore, MD

May, 2010

Central Region Annual Art Educators as Artists
Exhibit at St. Paul’s Church in Richmond

March 17-20, 2011

NAEA Conference, Seattle, WA

Editor’s Note:
Many thanks to friends who came through for
me at the last minute when I came up short
on student art for this issue. Central Region
teachers have been great at getting images to
me quickly. This time I reached out to friends
in other regions as well: Maggie Bowen in
Tidewater, and Susan Hubble in Southwest Region. It is the first time I have used college art
and I think it is a welcome addition. Susan’s
students have always produced amazing work
so I was thrilled when she was able to send me
so much quality work. For those who might
complain of too much art work being shown
from one teacher, I say “Send me your own
students’ work!” I’d like to have as many
teachers as possible in all the regions represented here. Just remember you need to be a
VAEA member and you must send me signed
VAEA Release forms from each student. These
can be found on our website: www.vaea.org
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President's Message
Pat Franklin

NAEP Report: The Nation’s Report Card on the Arts
The big news for art educators is the recent release of the National Assessment
for Educational Progress. More commonly known as the NAEP, or the Nation’s
Report Card on Education, this is the first national report card on the arts in over
a decade. The assessment was administered to a representative national random
sample of 7,900 eighth grade students. Of these approximately half were assessed
in music and half (3,900 students) were assessed in the visual arts. The sample
included public and private schools, with and without visual art education programs. Of those tested the share of those who attended schools where art was
offered was nearly equal to those tested with no formal visual art education. The
National Assessment Governing Board and the National Center for Education
Statistics released their finding in June of this year.
What is the NAEP?
The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), is the only continuing national measure of the
academic achievement of America’s public and private schools. Over the last 40 years student performance has
been measured in the subjects of reading, math, writing, science and geography. The existence of the NAEP
Arts Assessment is an important acknowledgment that the arts are a core subject, and that they to can be rigorously assessed. In addition results of the arts assessment provides information on current levels of opportunity
for American children to acquire knowledge and skills in the arts. The 2008 NAEP Arts Assessment is the fifth
NAEP assessment in the arts, the last being published in 1997 and the next scheduled to take place in 2016.
Assessment focused on three arts processes – responding, creating, and performing. These are identified as
central to students’ experiences in the arts. In general, students who performed well on the responding questions also performed well on the creating questions. Much of the findings reported in the NAEP do not differ
significantly from the last Arts NAEP Report made in 1997.
For example:
•
•
•
•

The achievement gaps in the arts relating to racial and ethnic groups continues to mirror the gaps in
other subjects.
In visual arts scores were significantly higher in suburban schools rather than city schools.
In visual arts students on free or reduced lunch scored significantly lower.
In visual art the average scores for girls was 11 points higher than for boys.

Some of the findings did point to instructional differences. For example:
•
•

The proportion of students asked to write on their own art work rose from 21 to 27 percent, while the
proportion reporting a class visit to an art museum, gallery or exhibit decreased from 22 percent to 16
percent.
Compared to 1997, the average reported frequency of arts instruction for 8th graders remained about
the same. However, according to data collected from school administrators, 8% of 8th graders attended schools where no music instruction was offered, and 14% of 8th graders attended schools where no
visual arts instruction was offered. These findings show a slight improvement from 1997.

continued next page
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President's Message continued ...

Where to Learn More: NAEP Arts Toolkit
Looking for additional information? The National Art
Education Association, in cooperation with other arts
organizations, has created a Toolkit with additional
information about the Nation’s Arts Report Card. Here
you will find resources and documents helpful not
only in understanding the NAEP, but also as a guide
to communicating about it. To view the report along
with sample questions, responses and rubrics please
see the NAPE Arts Toolkit link on our VAEA Website. It is essential that we seize this opportunity to
generate conversations about the value of arts education. The current NAEP results demonstrate that our
schools still have a long way to go in ensuring that
every child has access to a quality arts education.
NAEA Southeast Regional Leaders Conference
This year the Art Education Association of North
Carolina hosted the NAEA Southeast Regional Leaders Conference July 9 - 11 in Ashville North Carolina.
The NAEA Southeast Region Includes: Alabama,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia
(VAEA), Guatemala and the Virgin Islands. Our
VAEA treasurer, Scott Russell, and I attended representing the voice of VAEA. Thursday was spent
networking with the officers of our regional states
and enjoying the high points of Ashville, including
the magnificent Biltmore estate. I highly recommend a visit should you ever be in the area. Friday
and Saturday concentrated on work related to NAEA
Delegates Assembly priorities. This was facilitated by
our current Southeast Region Vice President, Larry
Barnfield. As an added bonus we were fortunate to
have NAEA President, Barry Shauck, in attendance.
He shared recent survey materials relating to NAEA
membership, resources and structure.
Our input and the materials we generated during these
meetings will be presented for consideration during Delegates Assembly at the NAEA conference in
Baltimore, Maryland in 2010. National Conference information is now available through our VAEA website
link to NAEA.
http://nationsreportcard.gov/arts_2008/
Your link to the NAEA NAEP Report Tool Kit http://
www.vaea.org/
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David Burton Awarded
June King McFee Award
at 2009 NAEA Conference
in Minneaplois
David Burton’s Acceptance speech:
I want to thank all of you for this great honor. The June
King McFee Award is a singular honor most highly
regarded and, I can assure you, most highly appreciated
among art educators, including myself. I especially want
to thank Read Diket, the chair of the Women’s Caucus,
for her friendship, inspiration, and support for many
years.
Before I begin, I must tell you, Peter Smith and I always
came to these award presentations of the Women’s Caucus. We agreed that these were by far the best speeches.
Peter is retired now, so he doesn’t attend the NAEA conferences anymore, but I am sure I can see him way back
there in the last row, chuckling to himself. I know I have
a high standard to meet.
On with it… On the corkboard above my desk there is
a quotation from the introduction of June King McFee’s
Preparation for Art. It’s been there for at least 20 years.
I keep it there because it reminds me of something very
important about doing research. McFee’s quote begins:
“I well remember the Saturday spent in my office where
the Perception-Delineation theory took form after months
of study. It was an experience as Maslow describes and as
I had experienced many times as a painter, when through
intuition based on much preparation, the facts of a whole
go together. I owe much to Pauline Sears whose challenges helped me to get the dissertation written. At the oral
exam, chaired by a philosophy of education professor
who asked all the questions, I passed with honors. Also
the day I graduated I had a call from a new publishing
company asking me to write a book based on my dissertation. Somehow they had seen a copy.”
Embedded in the middle of McFee’s quote, there is that
sentence, “I owe much to Pauline Sears whose challenges
helped me get the dissertation written.” This reminds
us if we want to do good research, first, make good
friends. Nobody does good research alone. And I have
been blessed with the best of friends—brilliant friends—
at each step in my career. If you are very, very lucky, as
I have been, your friends will also be collaborators in
your research. They critique your ideas in their infancy,

NAEA News
member with some clout, had more than a little to do with
that. She knew I loved to draw and that this Brer Rabbit needed just such artsy briar patches.) At this point, I
should say how my life was deeply influenced by my high
school art teacher, but I can’t. I took only one art course
as a sophomore and didn’t get very much out of it. I did
continue to draw on my own. I also read a lot of the classics in high school which gave me an edge on scholarship
tests which tend to favor trivial facts and literature.
I did my undergraduate work at Syracuse University
and eventually went to New York to become a rich and
famous artist. There I met Will Barnet, the painter, who
put me on to a job with Seymour Lipton, the sculptor. I
became one of his assistants and learned his unique technique of brazing on Monel metal.

“Can’t Look” by Meghan, Gr. 11, Staunton H.S., Bedford Co.
Art Teacher: Susan Hubble

when the ideas are still weak and vulnerable, but they do it
with sympathy and kindness, so as not to kill them in their
cradles. They speak the same language; they know what
you are talking about, even when you are incoherent. They
help you make connections while things are still ricocheting around randomly in your head. In a word, friends are
essential for researchers.
I grew up in a small, Norman-Rockwell-like village in
central New York State where children had free range to explore, discover, and generally speaking, have a pretty good
time. I was a spacey kid. The comment on my report cards
generally read, “Always day dreaming.” My mother was
the elementary school librarian—hence, my love of books.
My father worked in a factory and built the first Univac
computers. He had a barber shop on the side, where he cut
(sculpted) people’s hair—hence, my artistic ability.
In the fifties, when I was in elementary school, schools
didn’t randomly assign kids to teachers; they intentionally
placed kids with teachers with whom they could do well.
In my school, there were three teachers at each grade level.
Each of them, of course, taught all the subjects, but one
emphasized math and science, one specialized in literature
and history, and one favored art and music. Each year I
managed to end up with the teacher who favored art and
music. (I realized years later that my mother, a faculty

The first job I had when I went to New York was as a
welfare caseworker for the Department of Social Services, not exactly what my degree in painting has prepared
me for. However, they were hiring and I needed a job.
The interviewer said, “Do you have a college degree?” I
said, “Yes.” He said, “You’re hired. What’s your name?”
My case load was on 146th Street in the middle of Harlem. For a corn-fed kid from dairy country, working as a
welfare caseworker in New York City was an eye-opener.
I saw a side of life that I could never have imagined. My
clients, far from the assumptions made about them, were
the hardest working people I have ever met. Of course,
it was all off the books but they were always scrounging
for jobs, and tough jobs at that; welfare was more about
benefits than anything else.
If becoming a rich and famous artist was Plan A, it
quickly became apparent that I needed a Plan B. I
applied to NYU, Hunter College, and Pratt Institute. It
turned out Seymour Lipton, for whom I was brazing
metal, was on the boards of all three schools, so I was accepted at all three. I enrolled in the art education program
at NYU and met Jerry Hausman and David Ecker, two
men who were very influential to me. I am sure most of
their graduate students were practicing teachers already,
but Jerry and David seemed to understand where I was
coming from (or perhaps, where I was not coming from)
and set me on the right track. David suggested that I go
on for a PhD. I liked the university life so it sounded
good to me.
Penn State turned out to be the perfect choice. This was
the early seventies and the faculty there has chosen
the path less traveled—namely, qualitative research. If
I had gone to a school that emphasized rigorous, quantitacontinued on page 24
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Robert Winthrop to be Keynote
Speaker for VAEA Conference
Welcome to a new school year, with all the
excitement and optimism that that first day always
brings! By now, your room is ready, you student
rosters are set, and you are thinking of all the fabulous art lessons you want to teach them. As luck
would have it, many of your colleagues thought
ahead and sent in their best practices and lessons to
share with you at this year’s VAEA conference in
Richmond. We have a wide variety of workshops
to offer, and can easily fill your three days with the
best that our Virginia art teachers can offer. This is
the perfect opportunity to gather even more ideas
and perfect your existing ones.
Being in Richmond for the first time in many
years, we are fortunate to be able to connect with
the many organizations that make it their home.
Our hosts, the Central Region VAEA are hard at
work contacting the many exciting arts, historical, and studio organizations that make their home
in the capital city. A huge selection of events,
eateries, and must- see places of interest will be
made available for our membership. Being in the
historic river area of Richmond, with its romantic
architecture, close proximity to the river, Capital
building, and arts district, makes this conference
very exciting.
Our key note speaker is Robert Winthrop, a noted
architect, lecturer, and author of the architecture
of Richmond. He is knowledgeable of the stories
surrounding every important building in Richmond from its inception to present day. His stories
include the people, personalities, politics and
‘secrets’ that will describe the growth and decline
of the many communities that make up Richmond.
He will also host a walking tour from the river to
the Capital describing the history and architecture
found along the way.
We offer many workshops, from lecture to handson style, as well as the very popular evening
workshops for those who need more time. We will
be offering a series of walking tours that start off
at the hotel, and go to the river basin, the Shockoe
Slip, and Shockoe Bottom areas. We also will host
a walking tour that will require a short drive to our
famous Hollywood Cemetery, the resting place of
many famous American heroes.
Please mark your calendars for November 19 – 21,
2009 at the Richmond Omni Hotel.
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The November 19-21, 2009 Virginia Art Education Association Key Note Speaker is Robert Winthrop, noted
architect, author, and speaker. Mr. Winthrop will be
speaking on the building of Richmond, from the very
early days to present. He will be speaking about the
styles, personalities, politics, and interesting stories
associated with the people of the times. He makes the
buildings come alive as we understand why they were
built, why the style was important, and the influential
people of the time.
Robert P. Winthrop received his Bachelor of Architecture degree from the University of Virginia in 1970. He
received the Alpha Rho Chi Medal for design excellence
at graduation.
Since establishing Robert Winthrop & Associates in
1982, he has been specializing in institutional, church
and residential work, with emphasis on the renovation
of architecturally significant buildings.
Robert Winthrop’s work has received awards from the
Historic Richmond Foundation for the restoration of
Columbia and from the James River Chapter of the AIA
for the design of the Staunton River Memorial Library
in Altavista and the Krumbein Residence in Richmond.
The renovation and additions to the Cathedral of the Sacred Heart received the Historic Richmond Foundation’s
top award in 1992 for technical and design excellence.
He received an award of excellence in the Building
Better Communities competition in 1993. The Historic
Richmond Foundation awarded him the Mary Wingfield
Scott Award. Mr. Winthrop also received awards from
the foundation for his work on the Columns on Grove
and Columbia. His work prompted the American Institute of Architects to present him with a special award for
contributions to historic preservation in 1982.
Mr. Winthrop was a long term member of the Commission of Architectural Review and the Urban Design
Committee for the City of Richmond. He has written
and lectured extensively on the history of Richmond’s
architecture. His books and articles include The Architecture of Jackson Ward, Cast and Wrought: The Architectural Metalwork of Downtown Richmond, Virginia,
and Architecture in Downtown Richmond. Ten articles,
written for the Richmond Times Dispatch, were published as Richmond’s Architecture. He has given major
lecture series for the Monument Avenue Foundation and
the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts. He is the coauthor,
with Sarah Driggs and Richard Guy Wilson, of Richmond’s Monument Avenue published in 2001.

Conference 2009
The Richmond

Omni

Book co-authored by our keynote
speaker, Robert Winthrop.

November
19-21

Historic Shockoe Slip, outside the Omni’s front door

by Sid Ames
On behalf of the Board, our Host Region, and all the presenters and vendors of 2009 Virginia Art Education Association, I would like to cordially invite you to attend our November 19-21st annual professional development conference
at the Richmond Omni Hotel, downtown Richmond, Virginia. This year’s conference will be spectacular. Being in
the capital city, we have unsurpassed points of interest for you to enjoy and explore. Richmond offers the best of
artist studios, restaurants, world class museums, historical areas, and
southern hospitality.
For the first time visitor, I would like to offer a few hints to make your
registration experience a little easier. Any conference can be overwhelming but there are steps to take to make it a little less daunting. First, go
on line to the VAEA web site and download the conference brochure.
Figure out what workshops you may be interested in taking. Make a list
of first, second and third choices. Look at the tours and make sure they
do not overlap the times of your workshops. Give yourself time to rest
in between workshops for a potty break or snack. Drink lots of water.
Plan on meeting new art teachers and share in some great discussions.
Plan on eating out at a fun restaurant, walking down to the river area,
seeing the Capital that Thomas Jefferson designed (it is very impressive)
and even taking a refreshing dip in the heated inside pool. Guests also
receive a pass to the YMCA facilities in the same building. Please make
sure you are a current member and have a membership number.

New!

For your added
convenience we now
have online
registration with

INSTANT
CONFIRMATION
of your workshops
and tours!

For the first time, we will be offering on-line registration.
Payment may be also made on line, and you will be given
Register:
instant confirmation of your workshops and tours. Membership in the NAEA/VAEA is mandatory, and all registration will be checked for current status.
If you plan on registering on site at the Omni Hotel, you will be given the chance to first go to the Membership table
and receive your membership number, and then proceed to the on-site registration table to fill out your paperwork
and choose your workshops and tours. We will have many qualified and well trained teacher volunteers to answer all
your questions, and will do whatever it takes to make your conference the best experience possible.

vaea.org

Our gracious hosts, the Central Region VAEA will have an information table that will offer you maps, areas of interest, places to eat, things to do, and a listing of all the art galleries in the immediate vicinity. I can promise you that
the last thing you will be is bored. Please do not hesitate to contact any of the registration folks with your questions.
We look forward to seeing you in November.
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Southwest

Regional
News

byJennifer Fowler

Hello SWVAEA. I hope you’ve enjoyed a restful summer. If you haven’t already subscribed
to our blog, now is the time: swvaea.blogspot.
com. This is our primary form of communicating with you. If you don’t subscribe, you’ll
miss out on valuable information.
The past few months have been very eventful.
Our new teacher mentoring program is well
underway. The board met with new teachers
at Blue 5 in downtown Roanoke. We played
a game or two, socialized, gave prizes, and
answered questions. If you are a new teacher
and would like to be involved in our mentoring
program, please email me!
The mini-conference at Patrick Henry High
School was inspiring! Ciara Corrigan, Anne
Pfeiffer, Susanne Sellars, and myself did a
fabulous job of introducing lessons based on
this year’s theme, “Trash to Treasure”. We
loved meeting everyone and welcoming our
new members! The board is now working on
all the ideas our participants gave us for upcoming workshops.

Southwest Region workshop

Blue Ridge
by Cynthia Shank

The Blue Ridge Region board has tried several ways to reach all
Blue Ridge Region VAEA members as well as nonmembers. We
want to involve you as much as possible. We would like to know
what we can do for you as a teacher, artist and BRVAEA member.
I sent out a card to a list of teachers (high school and middle
school – no elementary) given to me by Bill Wightman (thanks
Bill) in hopes of reaching our BR teachers. We are trying to find
all of our teachers, including elementary teachers. Please get in
touch with one of the Board members with your email, and address so we can be in touch with you. If you know others in your
county please pass this information along so they too can email us
with their information. We would like to know how we can better
serve and encourage you not only as a teacher but as a fellow artist.
The board planned a number of events for this year:

● JMU Art Day was wonderful. Meredith Ose the Virginia

SAXs representative presented a great workshop on some of the
products sold by SAXs. After eating together we were able to
watch our students in their workshop presented by JMU Art Students. Thanks Dr. Wightman and JMU Art Students for a wonderful day.
● Eight teachers went to Orkney Springs for a very relaxing
weekend. We created mosaics, laughed and enjoyed reconnecting
with each other.
● Three teachers showed up for the Photo Workshop. We had a
great time taking photos and learned a lot. Thanks so much,
Andrea, for giving all your time and inspiration to us.
● On August 4th we did fabric painting with Liz Scholder. What
a fun event!
● Lynn Conyers did a Raku Workshop in August and will repeat
it in September/October. We will get more info (dates and times)
out as soon as more information is available.
● Is there interest in an enameling workshop? Please email me
with your response so we can plan accordingly.

There are a few upcoming events to look forward to: Special Education
workshop, Annual Teacher Exhibition and Conference. We are currently
planning a Special Education workshop for September. The SWVAEA
Annual Teacher Exhibition will be at WVTF in Roanoke during the month
of October. The reception will be October 16, 5-7pm. Be sure to make it
to the regional meeting at conference; we’ll have snacks, activities, prizes,
and fun!
Please check the blog regularly for more details and updated information.
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Northern
Virginia
by Linda Conti

Hopefully the summer break gave everyone a chance to
renew their energy and enthusiasm for the year ahead.
I have attended and heard about various members’
activities, from wonderful classes taken, art events, and
field trips to cool art places. This respite is the perfect
balance to our very intense teaching year.

The Northern Virginia Region enjoyed a workshop on
joomchi-paper felting with Silvia Souza on April 18th. This was a great opportunity for
people who had missed it to try the beautiful paper felting process that Silvia taught at the
2008 VAEA conference.
We held a purely social get together to celebrate the end of year at Gordon Biersch Brew
Pub in Tyson’s Corner. This should become a new tradition.

Silvia Souza demonstrates
joomchi-paper felting.

The fall brings a new level of activity, with orders, planning, and school meetings. We plan to continue our free workshops throughout our region. Please consider volunteering your classroom to reach out to your Northern Virginia colleagues. Send workshop ideas to me at lconti@thehillschool.org and we will schedule them with the group. You will be
informed of the specific dates via email. Please remember to check your email address with the region during the 2009
conference at the Omni Hotel in Richmond.
Conference is always exciting! We are thrilled to simply attend this year and enjoy all the hard work that Dawn Kelly and
the Central Region have done. Plan to share rooms to cut expenses, plus it is more fun. Contact me if you need help finding a roommate. Our region will again have a share table and art activity during our meeting. We will also have a social
get-together at conference, so look for it on the message board. Come join the rest of the Northern Virginia Region of
VAEA’s art teachers and recharge those batteries for the year ahead!

Central

It is “Back to
School” time and
I’m sure the rest
by Dawn Kelly
of you are thinking the same thing I am – “Where did
the time go?” and “Why haven’t I accomplished more?” Our summers are
filled with family, vacation fun and of
course, lesson planning, recertification
classes, graduate courses, staff development and lots of mental reflection and
preparation.

Tidewater
by Sandee Darden

Welcome to the 20092010 school year. I hope
your school opening
went smoothly. The
TVAEA is looking
forward to an exciting
year of promoting and
advocating both you and
art. To recap the spring
Tidewater teachers spend day drawing at the zoo.
In the Central Region, we are busy
event, the drawing day
planning a great VAEA Fall Conferat the Virginia Zoo was
ence. Many of you submitted some wonderful proposa wonderful time. About ten of us went around observing the
als for workshops, presentations and seminars. Thank
animals and got to experience the pleasure of onlookers’ wonyou in advance for sharing your insight and ideas.
der while they watched us draw. Look for another opportunity
Richmond has much to offer with its many museums
to sharpen personal artistic skills with a drawing workshop
and galleries. Since the renovations at the Virginia
this fall. We are lining up some ballerinas to pose a la Degas!
Museum of Fine Arts will not be completed, we plan
If you didn’t get the Tidewater newsletter in May, please let
to showcase many other museums and galleries in the
us know, because that means you are not on our mailing list.
area. Volunteers are organizing tours which not only
This year, we are going almost totally “electronic”. Basifeature art, but historical and architectural highlights
cally that means the only communication we will have with
of the city.
our members will be through email. If you are not receiving
The VAEA Fall Conference is always a great way to
emails from us, send an email to sandarden@spsk12.net and
start the year. An opportunity to learn, regenerate and
we will make sure we have your correct email address.
share; “Inspire, Create, Advocate” is our theme. Mark
We look forward to seeing you at the regional meeting at the
your calendars for November 19th – 21st; we hope to
VAEA Fall Professional Development Conference in Richsee you at the Omni for another great fall conference.
mond. We have an exciting agenda planned and you won’t
want to miss it.
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In Memory
A Friend Remembered

Dr. Carole Hubbard

by Kathy Barclay

Many members of the VAEA were shocked and saddened recently to learn
of the death of Carole Hubbard, a longtime member who contributed much
to the association and art education as a whole.
The Daily Press in Tidewater reported that “Dr. Carole A. Hubbard, 73,
passed away peacefully in her home Tuesday, July 28, 2009.
Born in Pekin, Ill., she had lived in Hampton Roads for the past 36 years. Dr. Hubbard received her
bachelor’s degree from The Ohio State University, her Masters Degree from Virginia Commonwealth
University and her Ph.D. from Penn State University where she became an avid Penn State football fan.
She was an Associate Professor at Old Dominion University. She was previously the Supervisor of Arts
for the Newport News Public Schools and taught at Hampton University. She began her career teaching
in the Newport News and Hampton Public School Systems for many years. She was a member of Suffolk
Christian Church, The National Arts Association, The Virginia Arts Association and the Tidewater Arts
Association.”
Dr. Carole Hubbard’s contributions to the VAEA:
1982-83 VAEA treasurer
1984-85 VAEA treasurer (replaced Beth Dupree who moved during term)
1993 VAEA Supervision & Administration Award
1994 Supervision chair
1995-98 (2 terms)Tidewater president
1996: Movement to align state standards with National Standards: VAEA Committee: Pat Bruce, Sally
Schumard, Carole Hubbard, Sherri Smith, Cherry Gardner, Roger Tomhave, Steve Carpenter, Lisa Jennings, and David Burton
2000-01 Coalition Representative
2000 VAEA News announces Virginia SOLs committee: VAEA members included on the Steering Committee: Sam Banks, Sandi D’Alessandro. Lin Ferrell, Bonnie Keyser, Dr. Carole Hubbard, Dr. Sally
Shumard, Dr. Roger Tomhave,
2002-03 Advocacy chair
2002 VAEA Art Educator of the Year
On a more personal note, Maggie and Ken Bowen, retired art educators from Newport News Public
Schools wrote:
“We were shocked to hear of Carole’s death. We had enjoyed working with her as a colleague, then later
working for her as our art supervisor. Her strength, beauty and vitality were an inspiration to all in the
art profession. Her advocacy for the arts was loud and true. NNPS students continue to enjoy the legacy
of her efforts. The fact that in her retirement she continued to share her talents and vast experience with
future teachers at ODU is a testament to her lifelong commitment to the arts. We will miss seeing her at
art conferences.”
I too enjoyed seeing her and her husband, Leroy Hubbard, former Art Supervisor for Hampton Public
Schools, at many art conferences. I had actually met them both back in the 70’s when we took a graduate
class together in the VCU Masters of Art Education Program. It was a treat to serve with her on the board
after having known her all those years ago. Anyone who knew her was touched by her spirit and grace,
and inspired by her devotion to art education. She will be well and truly missed.
Donations in Carole’s name may be made to Peninsula Fine Arts Center, 101 Museum Dr., NN, VA 23606.
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Membership
by Patsy Parker

You get…what you set up...to get!

Youth Art Month

*

NOTE: YAM flag entry forms and YAM
book requirements and rubrics can be found
on the VAEA website !

How does that pertain to you?
Well, there was that clay lesson that you thought
was flawless, but…
Where am I going with this? You paid for your
membership in the NAEA / VAEA and in today’s
economy…are you getting your moneys’ worth?
Are the newsletters enough?
How do you better craft your career as an art
educator? The VAEA State Conference will be in
Richmond from November 19 to 21, 2009 and the
NAEA Convention will be in Baltimore from April
14 to 18, 2010. Can you afford NOT attending
one or both of these marathon events dedicated to
advancing your livelihood?
How do you get your money’s worth?
1. Register online ASAP!
2. No air fare, whew!
3. Carpool and get several roommates.
4. Pack energy bars. Restaurants outside the
hotel save time and money.
5. Wear jeans, running shoes and the art
wardrobe that no one else “gets.”
6. Bring a sketchbook for notes and that occasional irresistible drawing.
7. Save your attendance and presentation
documentation for VA Department of Education Recertification points.
What money can’t buy!
1. Professional connections across the state,
across the country.
2. Resources reaching farther than the pages
of the newsletter.
3. Networking with your region and division
peers.
4. Opportunities for personal and professional
intellectual stimulation.
5. A format for sharing expertise in lecture
and workshop settings.
6. Countless persons who speak the language
of the visual arts.
7. Priceless friendships that survive decades.

by Ann Schumm and
Sean Collins
Youth Art Month Co - Chairs
It is time for us to kick off another great school year and that
means going ahead and jump-starting plans for Youth Art
Month.
Start thinking about participating in this year’s 2010 Youth
Art Month Flag Competition. The entry form can be found
at the VAEA website under the Youth Art Month Resources
category. You may also view judging rubrics and past flag
winners on the VAEA website. We would like to encourage
you to only send your top 10 entries in your school rather
than submitting all entries to the address on the Youth Art
Month flag form. The winning flag is sent each year to a
Youth Art Month flag ceremony in Washington, D.C. to
represent Virginia. It is a wonderful opportunity to showcase your students’ talents and we encourage all Virginia art
teachers to have their students participate.
We would like to extend our thanks to all counties who submitted a Youth Art Month Scrapbook. We had 10 counties
submit books this year. The county scrapbooks helped provide vital information for the construction and completion of
our state Youth Art Month Scrapbook for 2009. We extend
our sincerest gratitude for your efforts and hard work.
We would also like to ask Virginia Art Educators to consider
completing a scrapbook and / or a report for their Youth Art
Month Activities for 2010. The information to help you become involved with these efforts can be found on the VAEA
website under the Youth Art Month Resources category.
Thanks to everyone who participated in all Youth Art Month
Activities for 2009 helping to make it so successful for our
state. Please continue to advocate for the arts throughout the
year and remember the important role March plays as our
showcase month to highlight the importance of art education
to the world around us.

Now you know why I will be there! Where will
you be?
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Elementtary Self Portrait.
Hanover Co. Schools

Elementary

As I write this I am in the middle of a very
busy summer. I’ve been out of town while
by Maripat Hyatt
simultaneously working on my Master’s of
Interdisciplinary Studies final documentation paper and stitching up fabrics for a
surface design class. It’s hard to believe that in just a few weeks I’ll be back in the
classroom. As you read this you are probably wishing it was summer again and you
were back at your favorite vacation spot, soaking up the sun and relaxing.

ES

This year I am going to have a new tool in my classroom, one that I have been petitioning and fundraising for, for over 3 years: a Promethean Activboard (interactive whiteboard). I’m very excited about what this new tool will allow my students to accomplish
in the art room. Of course with this new piece of equipment comes the inevitable
question of “how do I learn how to use it while teaching at the same time?” Fortunately
for me I have several other teachers in my building who already have boards who will
help. I also found out that in my school system there are 2 or 3 other elementary art teachers who will be getting boards
this coming year. I am hoping that we will create a Professional Learning Community that will commit to working together throughout the year. In this “PLC” we can collaborate to make lessons that all of us can use. We can share tricks and
techniques that we have learned while using the board in our teaching practice. We can be a support for one another when
we run into the inevitable challenges that one always faces when taking on a new project.
Do you have something you would like to learn or perfect where you teach? Can you find some like-minded individuals
to work with you? My Promethean Activboard learning community is not unlike the one you could create by attending
a VAEA conference. If you attend more than one conference you can’t help but to create connections with other art educators. This year’s conference is in Richmond as I’m sure you’ve read elsewhere in this newsletter. Don’t stay home!
Come and learn with your colleagues. Share what you know with others. This conference will be my 22nd annual state
conference and I am still learning new stuff and making great connections with colleagues! Hope I see you in Richmond this November!

Middle

I hope everyone was rejuvenated this
summer and is ready to begin a new jam
by Naomi Swyers
packed school year. I hope to help get you
started and organized in your 21st century
thinking, and although some of this article may be a repeat; I
believe it is worth repeating.

MS

As you plan for the new school year, remember to ask early for
permission to attend the Virginia Art Education Conference,
Omni Richmond Hotel, Richmond, Virginia, November 19, 20,
21 2009. There are a lot of people spending time planning an
amazing conference in our capital city. Come and Inspire,
Create, Advocate - all the information is on the VAEA Website.
“Give Us a Kiss” by Brittany, Gr. 11, Staunton River
H.S., Bedford Co. Art Teacher: Susan Hubble

In April the National Art Education Conference will be held in
Baltimore. This is very close to us, it may be a chance for you to
attend, those dates are April 14-18, 2010. The information is on
the NAEA Website.

This year think about incorporating “Think Green” with lessons on ecology, recycling, and global warming, as well as
“Social Action” into your curriculum.
Learn about “Choice-Based” Art Education. It is an interesting new ideology.
12

Division News
I am still trying to read and research the blogging world, and by the time you read this I too will be on Facebook. As I
stated in a previous article I am having difficulty deciding on the quality of the bloggers and the quality of the site. As
you read blogs and participate in them remember that not everyone is creditable on the topic of arts education. Take
all the new information you gather and keep in mind your belief and passion.
I encourage you to explore the new digital technologies that we can infuse into our art classrooms. Blogging, on-line
class critiquing, digital communications is changing the foundations of art education, or should I say enhancing art
education. Explore and create a way that you feel comfortable
incorporating technology, and share it with us at the Middle School
Meeting at the VAEA Conference.
Now for my SOAPBOX:
If you do not know who the U.S. Secretary of Education Arne
Duncan is, you should, for he will be making decisions in education concerning our jobs. In a recent press release on the results
of the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) Arts
2008 assessment of Music and Visual Arts at Grade 8 Mr. Duncan
said:
“We Can and Should Do Better” he continued to state “These
results are important for several reasons. First, they remind us
that the arts are a core academic subject and part of a complete
education for all students. The arts are also important to American
students gaining the 21st century skills they will need to succeed
in higher education and the global marketplace – skills that increasingly demand creativity, perseverance, and problem solving
combined with performing well as part of a team.” 1
Arts Education is losing footing due to budget cuts. I returned
yesterday from the National Education Association Conference
as a Delegate from Virginia. A Florida delegate told me that there
are no art teachers in his area teaching in the middle schools. This
message was common through-out the country. The impact on our
students is great. We need to work together not as a state but as a
nation to make sure that “No Subject is Left Behind”2
To help Virginia gather information about the state of art education in middle school a survey is being formatted for middle school
Jacob, Deep Run H.S. Henrico Co.
teachers. It will be ready during the state conference and dissemiArt Teacher: Mike Guyer
nated through the VAEA to all state schools. To top that off I was
involved with some delegates from Wisconsin to help pass a resolution this past week at the NEA Conference to
conduct a National Survey for the Arts. It will compile information about what is happening in arts education across
the nation. I hope that to be ready during the next year; however, that may take longer with a national organization.
Please do not ignore these surveys. This information will be used to help save Fine Arts in our schools and in turn
help our students get ready for the global market place in this new era.
I hope to see you at the State Conference in November. As your year begins, remember that students are changing, as
I am sure you can see. They need different support from us then they did years ago. Family dynamics have changed;
our art room can be a “safe place”. Facilitate dialogues that will help them to express themselves and understand the
world they live in. Let them enjoy art, relax and feel at ease. This world can be hard on a child, let us help them with
the skills we have been given.
United States Department of Education. “Statement from U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan on Results of NAEP Arts 2008 Assessment.” 15 June 2009.
8 Jul. 2009. http://www.ed.gov/news/pressreleases/2009/06/06152009.
2
Copyright © 2005 NO SUBJECT LEFT BEHIND: A Guide to Arts Education Opportunities in the 2001 NCLB Act. Arts Education Partnership. http://aep-arts.
org/files/advocacy/NoSubjectLeftBehind2005.pdf
1
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Student Art Gallery
The July 2009 issue of a German magazine that
prints to over 500,000 university students sports
a digital image by one of Kim Bachmann’s 9th
grade students at Goochland High School. Her
students had studied the artist Archimboldo.

Elementary self-portrait, Hanover Co. Schools
Batik dragon by A.J.,
Christopher Newport
University.
Art Teacher:
Maggie Bowen.

Van Gogh inspired mask by Daneil, Rolfe M.S.
Art Teacher: Stephanie Slatner
14

Olajuwon, Rolfe M.S.
Art Teacher: Stephanie Slatner

Coiled baskets by 8th graders, Rolfe M.S.
Art Teacher: Stephanie Slatner

Klimt inspired mask by Cristal,
Rolfe M.S.
Art Teacher: Stephanie Slatner

“Surprise!” by Landen, Gr. 12, Staunton
River H.S., Bedford Co. Art Teacher:
Susan Hubble

Kindergarten Mural, Bayview E.S., Norfolk.
Art Teacher: Catherine Clark

Jessica, Varina H.S., Henrico Co.
Art Teacher: Dawn Kelly

Close inspired portrait by
Ryan, Deep Run H.S.
Art Teacher: Mike Guyer

“In a Japanese Garden” by Lauren, Gr. 12, Staunton River
H.S., Bedford Co. Art Teacher: Susan Hubble
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Secondary
by Anne Pfeiffer

Ten years ago, a very popular 5th
grade social studies teacher had to
stop bringing in his acoustic guitar
to sing civil war ballads when they
got to that topic, because of the
pressures of SOL tests--the year
my oldest son got him. I was so
mad and my son was very disappointed. What a better way to
inspire empathy of what it was like
to live through the horrors of a war
in your own country than singing those ballads? Isn’t it through
the arts of music, creative writing
and visual art that those who lived
through different times reach out to
those of us that are too far removed
to otherwise understand? A few
chapters of facts just don’t provide
the whole picture. When we want
to know if someone understands,
we don’t just mean, do they have
all the facts, we mean do they also
have empathy. There is no empathy
without imagination. Even though
it was ten years ago, I still can’t
help but think that the school let
my own sons down.

there is an actual hierarchal
order of development, at least
you can agree that creativity,
imagination, problem solving and higher level thinking
skills are necessary for full
development. Higher levels
of thought are not new to art
classrooms, but our students
used to come with more
preparation and previous
experience. I for one always
took for granted the students
already had the natural inclination to experiment, play,
and wonder starting with preschool, but I no longer think
so. I think now in pre-school
they are preparing to read and
do math.

HS

A lot of us have noticed changes in
our high school students, even able
to see specific differences between
this year’s graduating students
and those of five years ago. It is
as if what was projected in theory
has actually happened, that the
focus on facts in order to pass SOL
tests has produced a group of kids
who not only lack self-directed
deep and divergent thought, but
graduated this year without even
understanding the difference
between “explain” and “describe”.
It used to be we just complained
about our kids not knowing how to
use a ruler.

We’ve read and listened to speakers
tell us that it is up to the art teachers to rescue the top of Maslow’s
pyramid, like the flag in the middle
of a battle, because we aren’t
constrained by the pressure of SOL
tests. Even if you don’t agree that
16

I gave a written assignment
this year that asked my students to describe and explain
aartwork,
rtwork, like we’ve all done
ffor
or years. I was floored. I
rreviewed
eviewed the definition of
Darian, Varina H.S., Henrico Co.
“describe” and “explain”
Art Teacher: Dawn Kelly
with the classes that were
same idea over and over again. Not so
mostly made up of 9th graders, but when I got my 90+ asodd among middle-school aged kids,
signments back, less than 10% of
but this used to be more unusual at the
the older students understood the
high school level.
difference between the two words.
Most either just described, or just
What the heck happened since five
explained, in other words, they got
years ago when art students would talk
50%. What the heck happened? Did
about a divergent range of topics while
I word the question in a confusing
they were working, from politics to
way? No, I checked, it was pretty
style to books they had just read, movclear. I was so moved, that when
ies they had just seen, an interesting
we did a very serious review of the
person they met, and all these places
actually small assignment, and my
they want to visit…when your identity
seniors about to head off to college
was more than just what music you
still raised their hands and asked
listen to? It seemed like this year most
questions to reiterate the difference
of what I overheard were complaints
between the two words, inside I
about jobs and school, and what they
wanted to cry.
did yesterday.
This is also the first year I’ve
had a lot of high school students
who couldn’t come up with an
original idea to save their life. In
desperation they would look over
at someone near them and use the

How will these students be able to
think beyond the obvious, analyze life
experiences and then make decisions
to steer their own unique course of
action? Is this graduating class lacking
the skills to understand when they are

Division News
being manipulated, or not being able
to understand why they are unsatisfied with something, or that there is
something more than just getting work
done?
I am going to analyze my assignments
and teaching methods and see how
I can encourage and model deeper
thought and experimentation in each
one, while still including skill development. Somehow I need to make it
more fun to spend time experimenting
and being creative than to just quickly
meet the criteria and finish, something
I used to have to deal with among
younger adolescents only. I need to
try harder to encourage more than one
way to approach an idea, like I think
English and history teachers used to
have more time to do. But, mostly I
need to design projects that lead the
students to a greater understanding of
the vastness of possibilities and give
them the courage to explore and wonder “why?” and “what if?”
Towards the end of the year, I had
a few projects where I think I made
a breakthrough with the students. I
would love to hear from you if you
also have had a similar experience and
what projects and methods you might
have designed so push students harder
into the arena of deeper thought and
discovery. It seems we have to make
more conscious efforts now and not
assume this is the natural course of
education, like we used to think.
Some business notes: I hope to see
many of you at the conference in
Richmond. Please look for our Secondary meeting in the catalog. One of
the main reasons is that I don’t have
a way to contact you unless you give
me your email at the meeting. VAEA
is looking into a way to create a digital
newsletter that we can send out to our
division members, but without email,
I can’t do that. Our membership roster
does not ask to have your division
listed and not everyone enters their
school address, so I am at a loss. If

you can’t make the meeting, please
email me so that you can be part of our
communication.
I am in the process of creating a
survey of high school art teachers that
if all goes well, will be available for
you to see at conference. This survey
allows us to get a clearer picture of the
state of art education in Virginia and
is extremely important for our goals
as an organization. Some of
the topics on the survey are not
new, like how many students
you have to teach in one
classroom, but some are, like do
you teach career-oriented digital
classes, such as graphic design,
and if so, are you provided with
a computer for each student
and up-to-date software. Please
email and let me know of an
issue that you feel we should
address in the survey.

the Qatar National Research Fund
is testimony to her innovative ideas
regarding contemporary practice
and art education. The grant, entitled
eLASTIC: Electronic Learning
and Assessment Tool for Interdisciplinary Connections, supports research centering on the development
of an arts-based virtual/electronic
learning and assessment software
tool (eLASTIC) targeting 11th grade

The other topic of our secondary
division meeting will also
be…of course…how the budget
Samantha, Thomas Nelson Community
cuts are affecting you and how
College. Art Teacher: Maggie Bowen
you are adapting. I will take
notes and then write it up for our next
students’ academic achievement and
newsletter for those who could not
skill-improvement in visual arts,
make the meeting.
reading and writing. The three-year
project, which will be guided by
5 higher education faculty from
both VCU and Qatar University, is
designed to inform the development
Higher Education
of the software through deliberate,
by Bill Wightman
thoughtful, and culturally sensitive interaction with Qatari schools
(eleventh grade), teachers, and
Warm greetings from James Madison
students. In particular, teachers will
University. I hope that everyone had
assist in identifying visual metaphors
a great summer. As we make our way
and activities that may represent
through the fall academic calendar, I
wanted to update you on achievements knowledge acquisition and skill
of select faculty members and program development asking such important
yet esoterically difficult questions as:
information as well as to encourage
What does learning look like? What
the continued support of our state asdoes it mean to know?, and, How do
sociation via your participation in this
we translate that into a virtual envifall’s professional conference.
ronment? A grant of this amount is
an enormous accomplishment on the
First and foremost, Dr. Pamela
Taylor’s achievement of being award- part of Dr. Taylor and her colleagues.
Well Done Pam!
ed a three-year $1,050,000 grant from
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Higher Education continued ...

From JMU, we are pleased to welcome Karin Tollefson-Hall as a new
faculty member in our art education
program. Karin received her doctorate
from the University of Iowa this summer and, as a former middle school
educator, brings a wealth of teaching
experience to the position. With a
third faculty member on board, we are
able to restructure our art education
program in such a way that will result
in students being able to complete
required coursework in a more timely
fashion. We also anticipate starting
up our MA program in fall 2010. Our
summer art program, directed under
the leadership of recent MFA graduate
David Modler was a great success.
And, Kathy Schwartz, Art Education Coordinator JMU, Gary Freeburg, Sawhill Gallery Director JMU;
and Renee Sandell, Director of Art
Education George Mason University,
have teamed up to show connections
between art, the environment, and
developing an appreciation for the
wilderness. Look for this exciting presentation at the fall VAEA conference.
And, speaking of the fall conference,
this year the location will be the Omni
Hotel in downtown Richmond. The
conference, running from November
19-21, will attract many educators
and student members from our very
visible/energetic central Virginia region. Sessions presented by members
of our higher education community
will no doubt engage audiences with
important issues surrounding theory
into practice. And, with our understood charge to prepare students for
available teaching positions, please
let your art education students know
about the meet and greet session(s)
with district art supervisors that will
take place at the conference (please
see the conference planner for more
details).
Finally, if you have any updates on
your teaching, research and service
initiatives, please send them to me
so I can include them in the winter
newsletter column. You can do so at
wightmwh@jmu.edu
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As I write this, we are in the middle of
Supervision& myriad tasks that we don’t have time
for during the school year - planning
Administration for the upcoming year, designing
professional development, scheduling
by Barbara Laws
student events, revising curriculum
and everything else that helps to support our teachers and students throughout the year. As supervisors and
administrators, the ebb and flow of our activity is at times very different
from those we serve.
An additional task is looking across the field of education to determine
what issues will be bubbling to the surface for us to address - perhaps as
a means to help those outside our field better understand the value of arts
education. Twenty-first century skills, differentiation of instruction, data
analysis and achievement gaps all continue to draw attention. The July
edition of Education Leadership addresses, for the second time in a year,
social responsibility a topic congruent with “social justice,” the NAEA
2010 convention theme. The NAEP assessment (http://nationsreportcard.
gov/arts_2008) methodology shortcomings and results reflect the status

Dianne, Thomas Nelson Community College.
Art Teacher: Maggie Bowen

of visual arts education across the country. Over the past year, the VAEA
Supervision and Administration Division has developed, and the VAEA
Board has approved, program guidelines for elementary, middle and high
schools - documents which will be useful to us as we strive to ensure that
quality art education is implemented in Virginia’s schools.
We are also looking at the year ahead. At the VAEA conference we will
be looking to support our university students once more with 2 sessions; a round table addressing a range of topics from student teaching
through job application and a “meet and greet” session for students to get

Museum Education
byTwyla Kitts

How are you dealing with the challenges of reduced
budgets and added tasks? This is certainly a time when
all of our creative abilities are put to the test. One of
the best strategies I’ve found is to use partnerships and
networks to find ways to “think new.”
One example of this strategy in action is an informal
group of Richmond-area educators that meets about
four or five times during the year to compare notes,
exchange information, and support one another. The
group includes many area museums; cultural organizations such as the Richmond Symphony, Theatre IV/
Barksdale Theatre, St. John’s Church, and Richmond
Shakespeare; and several other institutions such as the
“Christmas Treasures” by Hilary, Gr. 11, Staunton River
Library of Virginia and VCU’s Art Education DepartH.S., Bedford Co. Art Teacher: Susan Hubble
ment. Many opportunities and programs have sprouted
from this exchange, including the popular end-of-school-year Teacher
Reception held at VMFA. I have also partnered with several of these colto know us and ask questions about our
leagues to develop successful joint teacher workshop offerings, extending
school division prior to a formal interview
the breadth of programming available at each institution—and introducing
setting.
new audiences to both. It’s a win-win situation!
As a division, we plan to continue to meet
Teacher professional organizations such as VAEA provide similar
4 times per year to examine critical issues
opportunities for investigating creative partnerships. In fact, I’m currently
and act as resources for each other. The
discussing some ideas for joint programming with Scott Howe, Director
next meeting, planned for just after the
of Education and Public Programs at the Chrysler Museum of Art, because
start of school, will address student artScott read the last VAEA newsletter and contacted me about becoming
work displays and technology.
more involved with VAEA.
At the national level, we are also workHave you thought about cross-disciplinary projects within your school?
ing on additional ways of making and
How about with another school in your county—or even with the teachmaintaining connections, conversation and
ers in another county? Most of the schools in the Richmond area offer
support. To join the NAEA Supervision
in-service sessions on the same day—and the sessions are often for small
and Administration Wiki, go to http://
groups. I know of a few area supervisors who are considering combining
naeapupervision.wikispaces.com. You will
their teachers and booking a single workshop so that each county only
then be directed to join Wikispaces. After
pays half the workshop fee.
you have set up an account you can go
directly to the site. You can join the NAEA
VMFA teacher workshops are, of course, the perfect choice for these situSupervision and Administration list-serve
ations because they are designed to be inter-disciplinary. For example, Art
(which will be used sparingly as news conHistory through Children’s Literature appeals to Art teachers, elementaryduit - not for discussion) when you set up
level English/Reading teachers—and even to lower-level World Language
you member page on the NAEA website.
teachers. VMFA workshop participants receive resource packets with
background information, lesson plans/suggestions, vocabulary lists, classI hope that as you prepare for the new year
room posters, and CD’s of images.
you have also found time for renewal. In
addition to reflection and relaxation, part
You can find out more about these teacher workshops and about how to
of that feeling of renewal comes from a
book them at http://www.vmfa.museum/TeacherWorkshops.html,
sense of community. Please let us know
http://www.vmfa.museum/osp/educators_workshops.html, or by phone
what else we can do to support you. Have
at 804-204-2662.
a wonderful start to the year!
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Advocacy
By Dr. Pamela G. Taylor
Hello everybody! I am very excited to be stepping in as
Advocacy Chair for the Virginia Art Education Association Board. Although some of us may tire of hearing
about the ways we in the arts must constantly advocate
for our fields, like so much of the fabulous work art
teachers do, advocacy is just part and parcel of our lives.
What I hope this column will be is a mixture of tools,
accolades, and ideas for continuing to promote education in and through art.
First of all, just a reminder to everyone that both the
VAEA and NAEA websites are full of advocacy information for you (VAEA: www.vaea.org/advocacy.html
NAEA: www.arteducators.org/olc/pub/NAEA/advocacy. From legislative news and calls to action to talking
points from Elliot Eisner and Daniel Pink, these web
sites are constantly updated with the latest and greatest
news, studies, and ideas for advocacy.
And now for some Virginia advocacy news. Dr. Kathy
Schwartz and Dr. Bill Wightman from James Madison
University report that, “Our advocacy initiatives are
community outreach programs that serve to advocate for
art education for all students. JMU Art Education Students hosted the Very Special Arts Festival for Harrisonburg, in April 2009 at the recreation center. Six school
districts and hundreds of students and their teachers participate in this annual event. JMU art education students
provide the leadership for all activities, coordinated
with Kappa Pi. JMU Art Workshop Day for high school
students and their teachers took place in May 2009. Students representing several school districts attended art
sessions in the JMU art studio, to introduce them to the
campus environment. Sessions were provided by JMU
faculty and advanced art education students. The “JMU
Summer Art” program, featured 45 classes for youth in
the community and took place in June. David Modler
coordinated the 2009 events, with a focus on Visual
Journals. All classes were taught by certified art teachers and supported the following mission: “The lesson
demonstrate that education in the arts is fundamental to
language acquisition, creative thinking, and an educated
imagination” (email, May 11, 2009).
Advocacy at Virginia Commonwealth University is
steeply connected with our work in the local and world
communities, as well. Instructor Sarah Branigan has
done some really great and fun work with two non-
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profits that she founded, STUFF, Inc. and Jump Because.
STUFF, Inc. is dedicated to the creative reuse of materials
in art and artmaking-not just found object sculpture but
meaningful social commentary regarding the “stuff” in this
world. For more information see http://www.richmondstuff.org/. Jump Because is a fun and celebratory participatory art movement. See http://www.jumpbecause.com/
for more information along with a link to the National Public Radio WWW site featuring a national interview with
Branigan about the project.
VCU graduate student Samantha Nolte received an award
at the Graduate Research Forum. Such prizes show the
importance and rigor of art to those in other disciplines.
VCU alumni Jenny Dean, art teacher at J. P. Burley
Middle School in Charlottesville received a Virginia Lottery “Super Teacher” award. That is certainly advocacy for
the power of art education! See http://www.charlottesvillenewsplex.tv/home/headlines/19083304.html#

Dr. Elliot Eisner’s surefire advocacy
arguments always deserve another look:
1. The arts teach children to make good judgments about
qualitative relationships.
Unlike much of the curriculum in which correct answers
and rules prevail, in the arts, it is judgment rather than
rules that prevail.
2. The arts teach children that problems can have more
than one solution
and that questions can have more than one answer.
3. The arts celebrate multiple perspectives.
One of their large lessons is that there are many ways to
see and interpret the world.
4. The arts teach children that in complex forms of problem solving
purposes are seldom fixed, but change with circumstance
and opportunity. Learning in the arts requires the ability
and a willingness to surrender to the unanticipated possibilities of the work as it unfolds.
5. The arts make vivid the fact that neither words in their
literal form nor numbers exhaust what we can know. The
limits of our language do not define the limits of our cognition.
6. The arts teach students that small differences can have
large effects.
The arts traffic in subtleties.
7. The arts teach students to think through and within a
material.
All art forms employ some means through which images
become real.

Aﬃliates

Dr. Joan Rhodes, Ms. Jan Johnston, and Dr. Frances Smith, holding
Dr. Pamela Taylor

8. The arts help children learn to say what cannot be
said.
When children are invited to disclose what a work of
art helps them feel, they must reach into their poetic
capacities to find the words that will do the job.
9. The arts enable us to have experience we can have
from no other source
and through such experience to discover the range
and variety of what we are capable of feeling.
10. The arts’ position in the school curriculum symbolizes to the young
what adults believe is important.
SOURCE: Eisner, E. (2002). The Arts and the
Creation of Mind, In Chapter 4, What the Arts Teach
and How It Shows. (pp. 70-92). Yale University
Press. Available from NAEA Publications. NAEA
grants reprint permission for this excerpt from Ten
Lessons with proper acknowledgment of its source
and NAEA.

Curriculum &Research
By Dr. Sara Wilson McKay
In addition to serving VAEA as the Research and Curriculum Chair, I have recently assumed the role of president
for the Seminar for Research in Art Education, an affiliate
of NAEA that I encourage all of you to join. This group
is interested in the very rich and important conversations about research that go on in many ways in our field.
Sometimes these conversations are among researchers
investigating a particular question in the field. Sometimes
they are between higher education researchers and class-

room teachers co-investigating and collaborating on a research project. Sometimes they
are among a group of engaged school-based
teacher researchers invested in a particular
idea or problem in their district or school.
Regardless of the format or locations in which
the conversations take place, the conversations themselves, and further wonderings that
may result, are a most important aspect about
research. When we share our practices and
our research wonderings, thinking about our
practice in whatever context we work should
ensue. I invite everyone to create seminars of
research in your world—sharing your musings, your questions, and your practices with
your colleagues and students.

In the spirit of sharing research:
At NAEA in Minneapolis, faculty from GMU, JMU,
and VCU shared a lot of research. Dr. Kathy Schwartz
shared a poster session on “Theory to Practice;” Dr. David Burton addressed a secondary analysis project with
NAEP Visual Arts data as well as presented his research
on online exhibitions. Dr. Melanie Buffington shared
research on Kehinde Wiley and Web 2.0; Dr. Renee
Sandell further fleshed out her Form+Theme+Content
approach as well as visual journals; Dr. Pamela G. Taylor was featured in a Super Session about Globalization
and Art Education; Dr. Bill Wightman examined the
Praxis II exam; and Dr. Sara Wilson McKay reported
on the Beyond Blue Ribbons project.
Exciting news: At the time of this writing, Dr. Pamela G. Taylor and her interdisciplinary research team
(Dr. Joan Rhodes and Dr. Frances Smith (School of
Education), and Jan Johnston, (Department of Art Education) received notice that their proposal, “Research for
eLASTIC: Electronic Learning and Assessment Tool for
Interdisciplinary Connections among the Visual Arts,
Reading, and Writing“ has been awarded a $1,050,000
grant under the 2nd cycle of the Qatar National Priorities Research Program (NPRP). This proposal, along
with 92 others from such prestigious institutions as
Princeton, University of Pennsylvania, Rutgers, Ohio
State, Carnegie Mellon, MIT, University of British Columbia, University of Malaysia, etc.), was selected from
482 international submissions with an approximate 20%
success rate. Congratulations, Dr. Taylor!
continued next page...
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Curriculum & Research
continued ...

Additional research news includes Dr. Melanie Buffington and Dr. Sara Wilson McKay
continue to work on Practice Theory: Seeing
the Power of Teacher Researchers, an introductory research text for classroom teachers
conducting their first research project to be
published by NAEA early next year. They
had over 60 national and international submissions for the edited portion of the text and
anticipate it being a very useful text.
In putting together this research text for
beginning researchers, Dr. Buffington and
I have considered many of the challenges
that research in art education entails. How
do we know who is teaching what where?
Why do students respond to art instruction in
particular ways? How do we know the worth
of different approaches to art education?
Does what we do matter outside of our art
classroom? We considered these and many
other questions like them in developing the
“Pear #2” by Angel, Staunton River H.S. Bedford Co.
structure of our book while considering how
Art Teacher: Susan Hubble
research helps us answer these kinds of questions. Some of the sections of the book, therefore, include
“knowing our practices,” “understanding people,” “makthey are eager to participate, but as their daily responing meaning,” and “changing the world.” Our hope is that
sibilities continue to place demands on their time and
readers of the book will begin to see ways that research is
energy, that leaves little time for thoughtful reflections.”
always operating in our classrooms and that it provides a
So how can each of us internalize the makings of an
way to investigate, both in formal and informal ways, our
effective teacher researcher and help others realize their
professional questions.
abilities as a teacher researcher?
JMU students working with Kathy Schwartz and Bill
Dana & Yendol-Hoppey (2009) suggest that an effective
Wightman work with their preservice students early in
teacher researcher:
their preparation as art teachers to engage in research. As
• Intentionally asks questions about teaching and
JMU students begin student teaching, they carefully doculearning
ment what their students in their placements are learning
• Organizes and collects information
through journals, student portfolios and other assessments.
• Focuses on a specific area of inquiry
This active research process empowers JMU students to
• Engages in reflection
constantly assess and improve their teaching performance.
• Benefits from ongoing collaboration and support
of critical friends.
In following up once those students become active in the
field, often good preservice habits of reflection and rePerhaps with simple guidelines like this, each of us can
search get supplanted by the everyday demands of a new
recognize, make time for, and make overt the inquiry
teachers’ professional life. For example, Kathy Schwartz
processes we undertake in the classroom.
writes, “we initiated an ambitious qualitative study in the
fall of 2008 for the new art teachers, and were confronted
with a major obstacle. TIME. Initially, they indicate that
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Retirees
by Lynn Hilton Conyers

Look to the Future!

Ask ART-ie!

Now that summer is a fleeting
memory and school is back in
session, it is time to look to the future and make plans
to attend the VAEA Art Educators Conference. Planning for your future retirement is a crucial part of
every educator’s career. With that in mind, make plans
to attend three workshops at the conference that will
help you plan for a secure retirement. Adelina TevesRevis, the Virginia Retirement Education and Training Counseling Supervisor, will be a presenter at the
conference to be held in Richmond. Her first session,
VRS, An Overview of Beneﬁts, will cover benefits
under the Virginia Retirement System. The presentation provides a brief overview of the benefits you
have through VRS, such as your retirement benefit,
purchase of prior service, and more. The presentation
will provide instruction on using the planning tools
available to you on the VRS website (www.varetire.
org) such as myVRS, the new self-service application
that gives you access to your member information and
a retirement planner.
Ready to Retire! is the second session and addresses
information for those planning to retire within the
next five years. The presenter will address retirement
benefit basics, such as eligibility, the retirement payout
options, life insurance, the health insurance credit and
more. The session provides an illustration of how
to register for the online and self-service tool. With
myVRS you will be able to calculate a benefit estimate
using your actual account data. In addition, practical
advice is provided on subjects like filling out retirement forms and working after retirement.

Henrico County, is the
guest educator for the
Ask Art-ie advice column. The column encourages art
educators, actively engaged in the classroom, to ask
a question and advice from an experienced, retired or
rewired art teacher. Marilou Foster, Craft teacher at
Waynesboro High School, Waynesboro, Va. asked Kathy
to give her information on controlling the fumes given
off by the melting wax when teaching Batik. I posed this
question to Kathy who suggested setting up a work area
near the exhaust hood of a kiln or working in an area
adjacent to a window that would allow a fan to pull the
fumes out of the room. I would like to thank Kathy for
taking the time to be Art-e and giving her insights into
the art of Batik. Please submit questions to Ask Art-ie or
send your creative secrets to snlconyers@comcast.net
Retired Educators on-the-Move. Through the Shenandoah Valley Art Center, Waynesboro, Va., I will be
teaching Raku classes at my studio in Lyndhurst, Va.
October 17-18, 24-25. The first weekend will focus on
wet work, handbuilt and wheel thrown while the next
weekend will focus on glazing and firing. Contact
snlconyers@comcast.net. Please join in the fun if you
are looking for a creative experience in clay offering
recertification points!

The third session, The VRS Answers Your Questions,
will be an informal panel discussion featuring the VRS
Counseling Supervisor and other retired educators
who will be more than willing to answer your personal
questions about benefits, eligibility, payout options,
and life and health benefits. Join the discussion
and meet retired art teachers who will give personal
insights into retirement and how to make the best
choices for you.
Kathy Barclay, a retired art educator, VAEA Newsletter Editor, VCU Art Student Teacher Supervisor,
and part-time Craft teacher at Tucker High School in

“Gabby” by Allison, Gr. 12, Staunton River H.S. Bedford Co.
Art Teacher: Susan Hubble
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Dr. Burton’s Speech

continued ...

tive research, I surely would not have survived.
I remember standing in the hall of Chambers
Building. Someone had told me I needed to pick
a dissertation topic by the end of the week, and
I was sorting through the options in my mind:
Curriculum: no, I knew nothing about that. Assessment: heavens, no, that was unthinkable.
Exhibitions: well, I had worked in a museum but
not at the exhibition end. Surveys: how boring!
Semiotics: interesting but way too vast. Aesthetics: well, that had possibilities but what angle? I
had recently come across this phenomenon called
“synesthesia,” so eventually I cobbled together
an aesthetic theory incorporating synesthesia. I
mention these other topics that I rejected—curriculum, assessment, exhibition, surveys, and semiotics—because they became things that I have
pursued in the last three decades. Synesthesia,
although an interest, I never followed up on.
I said that good friends make good research.
Ten years ago, I attended an NAEA session at the
Washington conference about grant opportunities
related to the 1997 NAEP Report Card for the
Visual Arts. There were about 15 people there
but after the session, only three remained, Read
Diket, Bob Sabol, and myself. Applying for the
grant would have been beyond our individual
capacities (except for Read, of course), but together we thought we might be able to tackle it.
After some ado, we received the grant to conduct
a secondary analysis of the NAEP data. Read
did a factor analysis of the data; Bob, a regional
analysis, and I made a quartile analysis. My point
is, while our three analyses were different, they
were complementary. I don’t think any of us
could have done it without the other two. Each
of us contributed to understanding what the data
was all about, and how we could look at it. I
think that is what good research is about, and it is
something we should strive for.
I have been at Virginia Commonwealth University for the last 31 years where I have had the
opportunity to work with hundreds of wonderful students, dozens of provocative colleagues,
and five delightful chairpersons, including Dan
Reeves, Betty Tisinger, Charles Bleick, Steve
Carpenter, and now, Pam Taylor. Again, friends
are essential.
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Several years ago, I published a book called Exhibiting Student
Art. (You may have heard of it.) The premise is that students
should learn to exhibit their own art; it is part of the artistic
process. Moreover, I don’t think it is the teacher’s job to exhibit their art for them. The teacher’s job is to teach. Of course,
that includes teaching them to exhibit. There are great benefits
to exhibiting but you will have to read the book to find out all
about them. I am happy that the book has met with some small
success.
Seven years ago I married my best friend, Theresa. She is here
with us today. We just celebrated our seventh anniversary.
Terry is an art teacher. Every day she brings home stories from
school that I can pass along to my students as inspirational
examples but also as cautionary tales. She has brought so much
joy into my life.
So that brings me full circle in my adventure in art education. After 40 years in art education, I leave you with one
thought: If we want to do good work, first, make good
friends. I deeply appreciate this wonderful honor that you have
bestowed on me. Thank you.

The
Conference
is coming!
... and you can
REGISTER
ONLINE!

Go to www.
vaea.org
“It’s Me!” by Deairra, Gr. 11,
Staunton River High School,
Bedford Co.
Art Teacher: Susan Hubble
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Did You Know...?
Our own VAEA President, Pat Franklin, served
on the Committees for 2 new publications available through the NAEA: Standards for Art Teacher
Preparation and Professional Standards for Visual Arts Educators.
“The following Standards represent the professional judgment of the
art education field about the characteristics of preparation programs
that will enable all visual arts educators to provide high-quality art
instruction for every student. The Standards apply to both elementary
and secondary art teachers, as well as arts educators who teach in
museums, early-childhood programs, and other community settings.
Users of the Standards should be careful to apply the standards that
are appropriate for their setting. Print copies of these publications are
available for sale in the NAEA Store.”
Standards for Art Teacher Preparation
Standards for Art Teacher Preparation represents
the characteristics that high-quality programs for
preparing arts educators should possess to ensure
that all art educators are capable of providing excellent art instruction for all students. It includes the
content and pedagogical practices of the preparation programs as well
as the knowledge, skills, and attitudes of the faculty in such programs.
In addition, the Standards for Art Teacher Preparation are inclusive
of those of the National Association of Schools of Art and Design
(NASAD) and the National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher
Education (NCATE).
Professional Standards for Visual Arts Educators
Professional Standards for Visual Arts Educators represents the knowledge, skills, and attitudes art educators should possess to provide high-quality art instruction for all students. They represent the threshold that
all art educators—whether new to the profession or veterans—can
pass, and as such can guide and support meaningful instruction and
the continued development of arts educators. In addition, the Professional Standards for Visual Arts Educators are inclusive of those of
the National Association of Schools of Art and Design (NASAD)
and the National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE).

Help Us Serve You!
NAEA forwards your membership data to VAEA. We are unable
to mail or email if we have outdated or inaccurate information.
You will not be able to participate in the State and Regional
elections as the ballots are mailed. If any statistics are different
and you have not changed them…you may not be receiving the
membership benefits for which you have paid.
Please help us and verify the following with NAEA: membership #, name, street address, city, zip, phone, work and /or home
email. Please send your information for correction to members@
arteducators.org
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